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“God descended on Mount Sinai to the top of
the mountain; God summoned Moshe to the
top of the mountain, and Moshe ascended”
(Shemot 19:20)
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Daf Hashavua

Please look regularly at the
social media and websites
of the US, Tribe and your
community for ongoing updates
relating to Coronavirus as well
as educational programming
and community support.
You do not need to sign
into Facebook to access the
US Facebook page. The US
Coronavirus Helpline is on
020 8343 5696.
May God bless us and the
whole world.
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Desert Island
Discernment
Rev Shmully Aronson, Sutton & District Synagogue
I fondly remember a trip
I once took, travelling
through the serene
desert in Southern
Israel. There was total nothingness
in the miles of plain sand. It was
blissful and calm with nothing
distracting in sight.
The very last verse in the book of
Vayikra, which we read last week,
states “These are the mitzvot that
God commanded Moshe for the
Children of Israel at Mount Sinai”
(Vayikra 27:34). As we move into the
book of Bemidbar however, the very
first verse states the location as
“Midbar Sinai”, the desert of Sinai.
The Ba’al Ha-Turim (Rabbi Yaakov
Ben Asher, 1269-1343) suggests an

explanation to this juxtaposition. He
explains that in order to be able to
learn and live by the wisdom of the
mitzvot that we received at Mount
Sinai, one must make oneself like a
desert. In essence, one must humble
oneself and remove all personal
thinking and distraction, thereby
approaching and learning Torah
from a neutral and clear space - just
like the emptiness of a desert.
As we go through life, we
conjure up for ourselves all kinds
of understandings, beliefs and
opinions and we often see the
world around us through the lens
of these perceptions. As much as
we have no choice but to live by the
truths that we see in the moment,
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1st Aliya (Kohen) – Bemidbar 1:1-19
On Rosh Chodesh of the second month after the Exodus from Egypt, God instructs
Moshe and Aharon to take a census of men above the age of 20. (The Talmud
adds that men above 60 were not counted). The leader of each tribe is to be
present when his tribe is counted. The name of each leader is stated. The census
is carried out as commanded.
2nd Aliya (Levi) – 1:20-54
The Torah lists the results of the census. The tribe of Reuven numbers 46,500;
Shimon 59,300; Gad 45,650; Yehuda 74,600; Yissachar 54,400; Zevulun 57,400;
Ephraim 40,500; Menashe 32,200; Binyamin 35,400; Dan 62,700; Asher 41,500;
Naftali 53,400. This comes to a total of 603,550 men. The tribe of Levi is not
counted with the rest of the tribes. They are assigned to dismantle and transport
the Mishkan (Tabernacle) when the nation travels in the desert, as well as to
guard the Mishkan when it is stationary.

there may often be some level of
inaccuracy in some of these “truths”
that we hold. This suggests that
if we were to clear our minds of
these thoughts whilst we learn new
ideas, we would allow ourselves
to see a deeper and broader truth.
When we let go of the old, we make
space for something new. I once
heard this described as “Wisdom
is the gift that comes before the
contamination of the human mind”.
There is a well-known Midrash
(early rabbinic teaching) describing
how an angel teaches a foetus the
entire Torah whilst it grows in its
mother's womb. Yet, just prior to
birth, the angel causes the baby to
“forget” all that it was taught. Why
would the angel go to all that effort
and then “destroy” its own results?
Rabbi Noach Weinberg (19302009), founder of the Aish HaTorah
yeshiva in Jerusalem, suggests
that "forgetting" here means that
we lose touch with what we were
taught. We are given all the wisdom
that we will ever need right inside
of us, but as human beings with
a focus on personal growth, we

“Wisdom is the gift
that comes before the
contamination of the
human mind”
need to relearn it on a step-by-step
basis (including sometimes via the
mistakes we will inevitably make).
Learning Torah and performing
mitzvot are the blueprint of how to
return to this Godly state of being.
If we can quieten our pre-conceived
ideas whilst we learn Torah, we can
tap into that deeper, innate Godly
wisdom that has been available to
us since birth.
This coming week, during the
Yom Tov of Shavuot, we reconnect
ourselves to the most incredible
gift that we received at Mount

Sinai. Let us humble ourselves to
the point of a neutral mind and
allow this beautiful wisdom to shine
through us as it guides us on our
journey through life.

In loving memory of Avraham ben Yehoshua z"l

3rd Aliya (Shlishi) – 2:1-34
God tells Moshe and Aharon how to position the 12 tribes
(other than Levi) around the Mishkan. They are to be
organised into four groups of three tribes, each group led
by one particular tribe. To the east of the Mishkan are the
tribes of Yehuda, Yissachar and Zevulun, led by Yehuda. To
the south are the tribes of Reuven, Shimon and Gad, led by
Reuven. To the west are the tribes of Ephraim, Menashe
and Binyamin, led by Ephraim. To the north are the tribes
of Dan, Asher and Naftali, led by Dan.
4th Aliya (Revi’i) – 3:1-13
Aharon’s sons are listed. God tells Moshe to bring the tribe
of Levi to Aharon in order to assist him in his work as the
Kohen Gadol. The tribe of Levi is to take over the role that

had been designated for the firstborn, who were sanctified
on the night of the Exodus from Egypt, when the Egyptian
firstborn were killed and they survived.
5th Aliya (Chamishi) – 3:14-39
God tells Moshe to count the men of the tribe of Levi,
aged from one month upwards. The count is divided up
into three main groups, according to the descendants of
Levi’s three sons, Gershon, Kehat and Merari. Each main
group, whose constituent families are also listed, is given
a different location in relation to the Mishkan. The overall
number of Levi’im counted in the census is 22,000.
6th Aliya (Shishi) – 3:40-51
Moshe is told to count the male firstborn and to ‘replace’
them with the Levi’im. The firstborn number 22,273. The

Enjoyment: The Key to Torah
by Rabbi Shmuli Sagal, Shomrei Hadath Synagogue
The Festival of Shavuot
celebrates the giving
of the Torah, and by
extension our ongoing
duty to delve into its study. Torah
learning lies at the core of what it is to
be a Jew. To study Torah is a mitzvah
unparalleled by any other. The exalted
status of Torah learning is evident by
the fact we make two daily blessings
over it (see green siddur p.14-17).
In the first of these blessings we
request, “Please, Lord our God, make
the words of Your Torah sweet in our
mouth”. Concerning no other mitzvah
do we find such a request. Why is
enjoyment such a crucial part of Torah
study?
Rabbi Yitzchak Hutner (1906-1980)
writes that people relate to things
external to themselves by connecting
to them through various means.
Through our sense of touch, we come
into physical contact with objects. By
using our sense of sight, we reflect
images into our brain. Similarly, the
sounds around us reverberate through
our ear drums. How do we connect to
intellectual ideas? How do concepts
and knowledge previously unknown to
us become part of our consciousness
and personality?
The bond which connects our
intellect with a concept is enjoyment.
When what we are studying piques
our interest, it registers in our brains.

How do concepts
and knowledge
previously unknown
to us become part of
our consciousness
and personality?

By contrast, Shabbat, in its essence,
requires no act and involves no object.
Shabbat is a concept in time, a state
of being. The spirituality of Shabbat
is generated not by a physical action
or object, but by the Divine Presence
itself. God, so to speak, makes Himself
palpable on this sacred day.
Yet how do we fathom this
When we are positively stimulated by
non-physical phenomenon? Like
an intellectual experience, we integrate intellectual ideas, the answer is
it into our being. What light is for the
through experiencing enjoyment. We
faculty of seeing, enjoyment is for the
are commanded to enjoy Shabbat. The
faculty of thought.
prophet Yeshaya instructs, “Proclaim
Torah learning is an intellectual
the Shabbat a delight” (Isaiah 58:13).
pursuit. For it to penetrate our minds
Oneg Shabbat, revelling in Shabbat’s
and shape our personalities it needs to radiant atmosphere, is the means by
be an enjoyable experience. Therefore, which we can experience the Divine
in the blessing for Torah learning
Presence embedded in this special day.
referred to above, we ask God to make
Perhaps this explains why Shavuot
it sweet for us. Finding pleasure in our has no specific religious activity
Torah studies is not a bonus, but an
associated with it. Pesach has matzah
indispensable part of it.
and Succot the Four Species, but
Taking this idea further, Shabbat is
Shavuot is a day when we do not need
called “a sign between Me and the
any objects or actions in order to attain
children of Israel forever” (Shemot
a spiritual uplift. Like Shabbat, God’s
31:17). The Netziv (Rabbi Naftali Zvi
Presence is present in the Torah itself.
Yehuda Berlin, 1816-1893) explains why On this Festival of Torah and Torah
Shabbat, more than any other mitzvah, learning, it is simply through enjoying
symbolises our deep relationship
that pursuit that we can bring the
with God. Nearly all other positive
Divine into our lives.
commandments involve an object or
an action. The matzah is eaten, the
This article was written in 2018 when Rabbi
lulav is shaken and prayer is spoken
Sagal was rabbi of Sutton & District United
for example. Through these conduits,
Synagogue.
we reach a higher spiritual plane.

In memory of Harav Binyamin ben Harav Shalom z"l

extra 273 firstborn (over and above the 22,000 Levi’im) are
to give five shekels each in order to redeem their status.
7th Aliya (Shevi’i) – 4:1-19
The specific role of each of the three main families is now

detailed, one in this week’s sidrah, two in next week’s
sidrah. The family of Kehat are to take down, transport and
reassemble the holy Ark (Aron), the Table (Shulchan), the
Menorah, the Golden Altar (Mizbeach Ha’zahav) and the
vessels used together with these features of the Mishkan.

From Ruthless to Ruth
by Rebbetzen Shira Chalk, Watford & District United Synagogue
The story of Ruth takes
place over 3,000 years
ago in Bet Lechem,
Israel. This was during
the period of the
Judges, prior to the Kings of Israel.
In four short chapters, the Book
of Ruth describes the journey of a
wealthy family, who leave their home
in Israel because of famine, and
settle in the land of Moav. Elimelech
dies, his two sons, Machlon and
Chilion, marry Moabite princesses.
Eventually, Machlon and Chilion
also die, leaving Elimelech’s wife
Naomi alone with her Moabite
daughters-in-law. Naomi decides
to return to Bet Lechem where her
heart has always been and sends her
daughters-in-law, Ruth and Orpah,
back to their families. Orpah decides
to go back but Ruth insists on staying
with Naomi. When they return to
Bet Lechem, the townspeople hardly

recognise Naomi and are horrified
at the poor state she is in. Naomi
and Ruth live in poverty until, after a
complex series of events, Ruth ends
up marrying Boaz, a distant relative,
who redeems their family property
and secures their future.
On the surface, the Book of Ruth
appears to be a simple story of
wrongdoing and punishment, return
and happy endings, family conflict
and resolution. However, as soon as
we take a closer look at the text it is
obvious that there is much more to
uncover.
The first thing we notice about
the Book of Ruth is its beautiful,
picturesque style. For example, in
a few short verses, we are shown
a family in its prime, contrasted
with the later scene of the lonely
figure of Naomi, separated from her
homeland, widowed and bereaved.
We see the townswomen, shocked

at Naomi’s pathetic appearance
when she returns to Bet Lechem,
contrasted with their noisy rejoicing
with her at the birth of her grandson,
Oved, later on.
Each of the four chapters has a
similar structure, with the opening
and closing scenes happening in the
same place, despite the fact that
life-changing events have occurred
in between. We watch the spotlight
shift from character to character as
the story unfolds.
The parallels and contrasts
highlight the emotional sensitivity
of the Book of Ruth. All manner of
suffering occurs in this Megillah:
famine, hunger, exile, bereavement,
poverty, loneliness, yet it is not
a miserable read like Eichah
(Lamentations) – we do not save
it for Tisha B’Av. When we read it
we are uplifted, as we encounter
a complex human story that is

In memory of Chaim ben Moshe Bentzion z"l

Haftarah
The start of the haftarah is linked to the sidra, with the
Children of Israel compared to “the sand of the sea,
which can neither be measured nor counted”. The prophet
Hoshea then goes on to liken the sinful Children of Israel

to an unfaithful wife. However, they will eventually return
to ‘their husband’ (God), who will take them back with
kindness and mercy.

From Ruthless to Ruth (cont.)
navigated with incredible delicacy.
This is largely because the Book of
Ruth is a book of Chesed (kindness),
and the kindness continues with
every development. In fact, other
than Elimelech’s behaviour at the
beginning, the Book of Ruth is a
sequence of examples of how to
treat people compassionately, and
there are so many messages to be
gleaned.
The first Chesed that we encounter
is implied rather than explicit in the
text. We know that Naomi must have
been an exceptional mother-in-law
if Orpah and Ruth chose to stay with
her after the death of their husbands.
She had inspired them with so much
Chesed that they preferred to live
with Naomi in poverty than in their
Moabite palaces.
When Ruth is describing to Naomi
her meeting with Boaz in the field,
the language used is unusual. Instead
of telling Naomi about the man who
had helped her, the verse says: “She
told her mother-in-law what she had
done for him” (2:19). The Midrash
(early rabbinic teachings) explains this
strange wording with the following
statement: “More than that which
the rich person does for the poor
person, the poor person does for the
rich person” (Vayikra Rabbah 34:8).
The receiver provides the giver with
the opportunity to do something much
greater. The sages list no less than ten
separate mitzvot in the act of giving
Tzedakah (charity). Boaz is delighted
both at the opportunity to alleviate
some of Naomi’s difficulties and the
chance to do so in a way that upholds
her dignity. Ruth does not know the
backstory, but the wording indicates
that she senses this too. The Megillah
uses this interaction to demonstrate

Boaz is delighted both at the
opportunity to alleviate some
of Naomi’s difficulties and the
chance to do so in a way that
upholds her dignity.
the reciprocal nature of Chesed. More
than Boaz helps Ruth, Ruth helps
Boaz, and for this he is grateful.
It is interesting that the Rambam
(Maimonides, 1138-1204) defines
Chesed as an action that one has no
obligation to do, neither legal nor
from one’s conscience, but rather
kindness that flows freely. Boaz’s
pleasure at being in a position
to help Ruth exemplifies this and
reminds us once again that although
there is suffering in the background,
Chesed is in the spotlight.
Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks zt”l
describes the transformative nature
of Chesed which perhaps is the
key to this story. “Chesed has a
redemptive quality, that it transforms
tragedy into some form of celebration
and despair into some powerful
form of hope.”1 All the challenges
that we encounter - the tragedy,
the loneliness, the poverty - are
alleviated by acts of loving-kindness.
The transformative nature of
Chesed is apparent throughout the
Book of Ruth. Even if we start in
a bad place, we need not remain
victims. We can have the courage
to choose a new direction for our
lives. The Midrash famously tells us
that we read the Book of Ruth on
Shavuot, seemingly unrelated to the
giving of the Torah, because “this

book is full of Chesed, and the Torah
is also entirely Chesed” (Midrash
Lekach Tov).
Ruth is a very unlikely heroine.
Born to gentile royalty2, brought up
in a place that was notorious for
its lack of Chesed, Ruth forges her
own path and chooses something
different for herself. She has the
clarity to notice that many of the
things around her are wrong and the
courage to choose a different way of
life, even though it would be much
harder for her. When she made that
defining decision, she could not have
dreamt how well it would end.
The Book of Ruth stands out
in its many direct expressions of
emotional sensitivity. Time and
again, Naomi, Ruth and Boaz
are able to notice, articulate and
respond to the emotional needs
of others. Every time I revisit
Megillat Rut I am surprised at the
subtlety of the interactions and the
thoughtfulness that shines through.
This provides us with so many
timeless messages to draw on in
our own relationships. In the Book
of Ruth, we start with Elimelech’s
selfishness, yet we navigate a chain
of Chesed that changes the course
of Jewish history – from ruthless
to Ruth.

1 https://rabbisacks.org/a-life-of-vertical-horizontal-responsibility-shavuot-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic
2 Ruth was the daughter of Eglon, king of Moab, who himself was a grandson of Balak, king of Moab (Talmud Sanhedrin 105b).

